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ABSTRACT 
The determinants of solutions X to any of the 2 X 2 matrix equations: (1) 
XAX-‘=A’, t denoting transpose; (2) A=XY, X,Y symmetric; (3) X=AB- BA; 
and (4) XAX -r = A *, the matrix of cofactors of A transposed, are characterized over 
a commutative ring R as the negative of norms from the quadratic extension R[A] 
whenever certain elements in the Picard group Pit (R [A]) are trivial, This characteri- 
zation is realized by the utilization of galois cohomology and a generalized Latimer- 
MacDuffee correspondence between similarity classes and the elements in Pit (R [A]). 
The results represent a ramification of several articles by 0. Taussky on the 
specializations of equations (l)-(3) to either the field of rational numbers or the ring 
of rational integers. 
0. Tarn&y,’ guided by the Latimer-MacDuffee correspondence between 
similarity classes of integral matrices and ideal classes, provided in the 
articles [5] through [17] a number of results connecting determinants of 
solutions X to the 2 X 2 integral matrix equations 
(1) XAX -’ = A ‘, t denoting transpose; 
(2) A = XY, X, Y symmetric; and 
(3) X = AB - BA with certain intricate arithmetical properties of 
quadratic extensions of the rationals. 
Several aspects of Taussky’s study are analyzed in this article by passing to 
an arbitrary commutative ring R. Since 
( -“1 ;)A( -“1 ;)-‘=A*, 
‘The author wishes to express thanks to 0. Taussky for tbe many stimulating discussions on 
matrix equations initiating this article. 
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the matrix of cofactors of A transposed, we replace equation (1) by the 
essentially equivalent equation 
(4) XAX-‘=A*. 
Under a suitable hypothesis on A, the solutions to (4) satisfy X2= xls, with 
x = - det X and Is the 2 X 2 identity matrix, in which case the ring R [A, X] is 
isomorphic to a cross product algebra A(Z? [A],(*),x). (The connection with 
cyclic algebras when R is a field was also observed in [14], [18].) Initially, we 
therefore considered the theory of equation (4) as being subsumed by galois 
cohomology, i.e., the exact sequence generated by the map from factor 
systems to cross product algebras [2, Theorem 1.1, p. 1161. The latter theory 
generally suffices as a local theory, but the assumption that (R[A],(*)) is 
galois, needed for the galois cohomology, is too restrictive for most global 
cases (even for the case R = Z, the ring of rational integers). Motivated by 
both galois cohomology and Taussky’s results, we are led to the less restric- 
tive concept of admissible matrices: A = (ai& 1 < i < i < 2, is admissible if 
(ali - u,)Z? + a,,R + a,,R = R. Admissible matrices A enjoy the property 
that R [A] is a maximal commutative subalgebra of R,, the ring of 2 X2 
matrices over R, and satisfy the standard linear algebra property of being 
similar to a companion matrix whenever R is local. 
The principal results in this article are summarized as follows. Set 
Sim(A,A*)={TER,:T is invertible and TAT-l=A*}, and let U(R[A]) 
denote the units in R [A]. In Theorem 1, Sec. 2, it is shown that if (R [A], (*)) 
is a galois extension of R and Pit (R [A]) = (l), then det (Sim (A, A*)) = 
-det(U(R[A])). Th eorem 2, Sec. 2, is the adaptation of the Latimer- 
MacDuffee correspondence to arbitrary commutative rings in the case of 
2x2 matrices. Proposition 4, Sec. 3, locates the obstruction in Pic(R[A]) 
present in the proof of Theorem 1, and the assumption that this obstruction 
is trivial implies the same conclusion as that in Theorem 1. Theorem 3, Sec. 
3, shows that if Pit (R ) = (1) and (R [A], (*)) is galois over R, then A is similar 
to a companion matrix if and only if det (Sim (A, A*)) n - det ( U(R [A])) #a. 
Moreover, if A is similar to a companion matrix, then det (Sim (A, A*)) = 
-det( U(R [AIN 0’ ro osi ion 3, Sec. 2). Corollary 5, Sec. 4, extends a result P t 
of Taussky [9, Theorem 31 by showing that if A is admissible and rank 2 
finitely generated projective R modules are free, then rZs + A is a product of 
two symmetric matrices for some r E R. Finally, Theorem 6, Sec. 5, implies 
for admissible matrices that the set of solutions S to SA = A* S is the set of 
additive commutators of A. Thus, equations (l), (3), and (4) are essentially 
equivalent for admissible matrices. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
R throughout is a commutative ring having a multiplicative identity, and 
R, is the ring of 2 X 2 matrices having entries in R. tr, det : R2+R denote the 
usual matrix trace and determinant maps, and *, t : R,+R, denote the 
classical adjoint and transpose maps on R,. Thus A +A* = (trA)Z,, AA* = 
(detA)Z,, Za the 2 x 2 identity matrix. U(S) is reserved for the group of units 
in any ring S herein; for example, U(R,) = { T E R, : det T E U(R)} is the set 
of invertible matrices in R,. 
Let A,BER,. Then Sim(A,B)={TEU(R2):TAT-’ =B} and 
det(Sim(A,B))= {det T: T ESim(A,B)} if Sim(A,B)#0, the empty set; 
otherwise det(Sim(A,B))=0. The similarity class clsA={TAT-‘:TE 
U(R,)}, and B-A denotes that B l clsA; i.e., A and B are similar over R. 
f(x) = x2 - ex + d is fixed throughout this article and represents a monk 
quadratic polynomial in R [xl. A E R, is said to belong to f(x) if f(x) is the 
characteristic polynomial of A. Thus A belongs to f(x) if and only if trA = e, 
detA = d. We set clsf(x) = { clsA : A belongs to f(x)}. Note that clsf(x) #0, 
since the companion matrix 
w=( Od f) 
belongs to f(x). We set C(A) = C(f) whenever A belongs to f(x). 
Let d=x+f(x)R[x] be th e image of x in the ring R [x]/f(x)R [xl. Thus 
R [@I = R [4/f(x)R [xl and {Le} is an R basis of R [O] viewed as an R 
module. Let u : R [B]+R [8] be the R algebra automorphism defined by 
444) = 443 h(x) E R [ I x and u(e)= - 8+ e, the root of f(x) in R [e] 
conjugate to 8. Thus u has order 2 if either 2 # 0 or t # 0 in R ; otherwise u is 
the identity. G = (u) d enotes the cyclic group generated by u, and N: R [8]+ 
R is the norm map N(~+sO)=(r+sO)(r+su(8))=~+ers+ds2, r,sER. 
If A E R, belongs to f(x), then h(x)+h(A) induces an R algebra homo- 
morphism from R [ 01 into R,. Set R [A] = { rZ2 + SA : r, s E R }, the image of 
this homomorphism. Our notation is simplified by dropping I, from the 
representation of elements in R [A]; i.e., rZa + SA will be written as r+ sA. 
Note that the latter representation is unique if and only if { l,A} is an R 
basis for R[A] viewed as an R module; or equivalently, R[B]+R [A] is an 
isomorphism. Now { 1,A) is a basis for R [A] over R if and only if A is not a 
root of a linear polynomial in R [xl. Thus if R is a domain and A is not a 
scalar matrix, then R [@l-R [A] as R algebras. 
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Since R [A] is commutative, * restricts to an R algebra automorphism of 
R[x]. We also use * to represent this restriction, and let G(A) be the 
automorphism group generated by this restriction. Since * is an involution, 
G(A) has at most 2 elements, and the condition on A forcing * to be 
nontrivial on R [A] is easily ascertained. We define the norm on R [A] as the 
restriction of the determinant to R [A]. Since x + yA has norm r2 + ery + dy2 
= N(x + ye), we also use N to denote the norm on R [A] when A belongs to 
f(x). In that case, det (U(R [A])) = N( U(R [A])) = iV( U(R [8])). 
f(x) is separable over R if its discriminant e2-4d is a unit in R (this is 
the condition that f(x) has no repeated roots over the fields R/M, M a 
maximal ideal in a domain R [2, p. 111-1141). R [A] is said to be unramified 
over R whenever A belongs to f(x) and f(x) is separable over R. Since 
e2-4d=(trA)2-4detA =(A -A*)’ whenever A belongs to f(x), R[A] is 
unramified over R if and only if A -A* is a unit in R [A]. If R [A] is 
unramified over R, then R [A] is a gal& extension of R with respect to the 
galois group G(A) ( see [2, Chapter 3, pp. 80-85, Proposition 1.2-(5)]). Note 
also in this case that * is nontrivial on R[A] and 1, A are linearly indepen- 
dent over R. 
The condition that R [A] is unramified over R is generally too strong for 
direct applications in global rings. For example, if R = Z, the rational 
integers, and A EZ,, then E[A] is unramified over Z if and only if A has 
eigenvalues 4, q + 1 for some q E h. This follows from either a direct com- 
putation or the fact that if f( ) x is irreducible and e is odd, then Minkowski’s 
formula for the class number of the field extension e(0), @ the ratio&s, 
implies le2-4dl ‘I2 > 1. Thus if e2-4d is a unit in Z, f(x) has rational 
integral roots whose difference is 1 or - 1. Since cls(x - q)(x - (q + 1)) has 
only one element, the case of h[A] unramified is not very interesting. On the 
other hand, local rings do possess unramified extensions of interest, and the 
theory of such extensions provides a local base and motivation for global 
problems and alternative solutions. 
One alternative which arises is that of admissibb matrices: those A = (aii) 
E R, such that (az2 - a,,)R + a,,R + a,,R = R. Evidently, if R [A] is unrami- 
fied, then A is admissible, since its discriminant A(A) = (azz - a,J2 + 4a,,a,, 
is a unit in R. The converse need not be true, since the condition for A to be 
admissible, unlike that for R[A] to be unramified, need not be determined 
by the discriminant alone. For example, it can be shown when R = B and 
f(x) is irreducible, then a necessary and sufficient condition for each A E Z, 
belonging to f(x) to be admissible is that Z[8] is the ring of integers in the 
field @(0). It should also be pointed out that if A is admissible over R, then 
1, A are linearly independent over R. For if r+ SA =0, T,S E R, then 
s(aii - a22) = Sal2 = Sazl= 0, and s = r = 0 follows. ConsequentIy, if 2 # 0 in R 
and A is admissible, then * is nontrivial on R [A]. 
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LEMMA 1. Let R be a local ring (unique maximal ideal). Then A E R, is 
admissible if and only if A-C(A). 
Proof. A necessary and sufficient condition for A-C(A) is that there 
exists a cyclic vector (u, u) in R 2 = R CI3 R for the transformation (x, y)-+ 
(x, y)A; i.e., {(u, u), (u, u)A > constitute a basis for R 2. The latter occurs if and 
only if the matrix representing (u, u), (u, u)A in terms of the standard basis of 
R 2 has unit determinant. That determinant is a,,u2+ (a= - aJuu + uz1u2, 
which, when A is admissible, is a unit for one of the choices (u, u) = (IO), 
(0, I), or (I, I). 
If conversely, this quadratic form represents a unit in R, then necessarily 
a127 %l. and a22 - a,, are coprime in R. n 
PROPOSITION 1. Zf A E R, and A is admissible, then R [A] is a muximul 
commutative subalgebra of R,. 
Proof. It suffices to check this proposition locally with respect to the 
prime ideals P in R. We may assume therefore that R is a local ring and, by 
Lemma 1, have only to verify Proposition 1 for transformations (I : R 2+ R 2 
for which R2 has a cyclic basis. The standard linear algebra argument 
applies; i.e., if u, uu is a cyclic basis for R ’ and r : R 2+ R 2 commutes with u, 
then ~u=ru+suu with r,sER. Therefore, (T-(r+su))u=O, (r-(r+su))uu 
=u(r-(r+su))u=O,and~=r+sufollows. n 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf A, B E R, and R [A] is a maximal commutatiue 
subalgebra of R,, then Sim (A, B) = XU(R [A])) and det (Sim (A, B)) = 
det(XU(R[A])) f6r any X ESim(A,B). 
Proof. The proof is routine. n 
REMARK. Zf A,B E R, are similar and A is admissible, then B is 
admissible. 
Proof. The problem localizes and is then a consequence of Lemma 1. w 
2. TAT-‘=A* 
We use Pic( S) to denote the Picard group of isomorphism classes of 
rank 1 finitely generated projective S modules over a commutative ring 
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S [l, Chapter 3, Sec. 71. Set Pit(S) = (1) if S is its only element; i.e., every 
rank 1 finitely generated projective S module is free with a single basis 
element. Note that if S is a Dedekind domain, then Pic( S) is isomorphic to 
the class group of D [2, Theorem 5.2, p. 341. 
Now let A E R, for this and remaining sections belong to the polynomial 
f(r) = x2 - ex + d E R [xl, so the conventions of Sec. 1 are applicable. 
THEOREM 1. Let A E R,, and a.wume that Pic(R[A]) = (1). Zf R [A] is 
unramifed, then det(Sim(A,A*)= -N(U(R[A])). 
Proof. [4, Lemma 7.91 implies that * extends to an inner automorphism 
of R,. Let T E U(R,) define such an extension. Then TAT - ’ = A*. 
Now assume R[A] is unramified over R. By Propositions 1, 2, we have 
only to show that - det T E iV( U(R [A])) = det (U(R [A])). The proof of [4, 
Proposition 7.10, p. 901 implies that R, is isomorphic to A(R [A], G(A), a), the 
crossed product algebra defined by the cocycle (Y in the second cohomology 
ZZ2(G(A), U(R[A])) satisfying a(l,l)=a(l,*)=cu(*,l)=l and a(*,*)= T2 
(consequently, T2 E R [A]). N 0~ H2(G(A), U(R [Al))- VI/N UP [Al)) 
via the map which sends the coset containing u E U(R) to the cocycle LYE 
which sends (l,l), (l,*), (*,l) to 1 and (*,*) to u [3, p. 2251 (consequently, 
T2 E R). Since Pic(R [A]) = (l), H2(G(A), U(R [A]))--B(R [Al/R), the Brauer 
group of central separable R-algebras split by S [4, Theorem 7.12, p. 921. The 
image of u under the composite of the two isomorphisms is the class 
containing A(R[A], G(A), a,). Let T2 = u E R. Then (Y = (Y,; hence 
A(R [Al,G(A),cu,)-RR,, which generates the identity class. Thus u is a norm 
from R[A]. 
It remains to show that - u =det T. Since 1, T are images of an R [A] 
basis for A(R [A], G(A), a), 1, T are linearly independent over R. Now U= T2 
=(trT)T-detT, sou= -detT. a 
While galois cohomology affords a brief presentation of the proof of 
Theorem 1, it fails to immediately reveal the obstructions in Pic(R [A]) which 
prevent the conclusion of that theorem for fixed A E R,. This obstruction 
could perhaps be located by running the particulars in the proof through the 
exact sequence from galois cohomology used [2,p. 1161, but we prefer not to 
do so. Instead, we construct matrix models for the obstructions which arise 
in our arguments (in some cases these are but a translation of the diagram 
chase). We first note that the obstructions are trivial for the companion 
matrix C(f) = C(A) and its class. 
PROPOSITION 3. 
(i) Zf B EclsA, then det(Sim(A,A*))=det(Sim(B,B*)); 
(ii) det(Sim( C(A), C(A)*)) = - iV( U(R [A])). 
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Proof. If T-'AT= B and VAV-‘=A*, then WBW-‘= B* with W- 
T* VT. Since det W=det( V/det T) and V/det T ESim(A,A*), we have 
det W l det(Sim(A,A*) and (i) follows. Since C(A) is admissible, Proposition 
2 and the observation that 
EC(A)E -‘= C(A)* with E= 1 0 
trA -1 
imply (ii). n 
Proposition 3 indicates that the previously mentioned obstructions corre- 
spond in some fashion to the elements in clsf (x). It would be desirable 
therefore to have an injection of clsf (x) into the isomorphism classes of R [e] 
modules, which, in view of the above proposition, sends clsC( f) to the class 
of R [@I. The existence of such an injection was suggested to this author by 
0. Taussky, who also mentioned that Latimer and MacDuffee had exhibited 
such a correspondence over the ring H [5,Sec. 51. The Latimer-MacDuffee 
correspondence can be adapted to any commutative ring. The particulars 
needed herein for 2 X 2 matrices are given below. 
Let R 2 = R @ R denote the R module of 2-tuples with entries in R, We 
may view R2 as an R [e] module with scalar action defined by (u,u)h(8) = 
(u,~)h(A), u,u~R, h(x)~R[r]. Let R2(A) denote this module. If B ER, 
also belongs to f(x), then the statement that R 2(A)= R “( B) as R [0] modules 
is equivalent to A -B (i.e., the transformation defined by A agrees with that 
of B after a suitable change of R basis for R2). 
THEOREM 2. ClsA+R2(A) defines an injection of clsf (x) into the 
isomorphism classes of finitely generated R [e] modules sending cls C( f) to 
the class of R[B]. Zf A is admissibb, then R2(A)EPic(R[8]) and R2(A)-k 
R 2(A*)= R 2(A ‘). 
Proof. Since R 2 is cyclic with respect to C( f ), R2(C( f )) has a basis 
element over R [e] [(l,O) f or example]. Therefore R2(C(f))-R[B]. Since 
At~clsA*, R2(A*)=R2(At). 
Since R2(A) is finitely generated as an R module, it is likewise finitely 
generated as an R [a] module. We shall show that R 2(A) is faithful 
1 annnrO] R 2(A) = 0] and locally cyclic as an R [f?] module whenever A is 
admissible. Then R’(A)EPic(R [0]) [l,Theorem 7.1, p. 1281. 
Let a+MER[B] with R2(A)(a+bB)=0. Then (u,u)(a+bA)=O for all 
(u, u) E R 2. Thus, a + bA = 0. Since A is admissible, 1, A are linearly indepen- 
dent over R. Therefore a = b = 0. 
Now let P be a prime ideal in R [e] and set p = R n P. Now (u, o) 
generates R2(A)p over R[8], if (u,~), (u,u)e generate q(A) as an R,, 
module. In view of Lemma 1, such a (u,u) exists. 
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The isomorphism R’(A)-‘=R’(A*) is th e only conclusion remaining for 
verification. Since the operation on Pic(R [e]) is induced by the tensor 
product 63, the latter amounts to showing R2(A*)~)R[BlR2(A)~R[8]. De- 
fine h : R 2(A *) X R 2(A)-+R [0] by 
Ww$(x,y)) = (w&4-812,( -;). 
Then h is bilinear and balanced as an R module map. Now h factors through 
R2(A*) ‘%iel R2(A) if balanced as an R[B] map; or equivalently, 
h((u,v)& (r, y)) = h((u,u),(x,y)e) = Oh((u,~),(x, y)). We have 
ehbt.+,(~,y)) = hti)(Ae-e2z2)( -Y,) 
= (u,u)(Ae-eez2+dz2)( -z) 
= (u,o)( 
eh((w), (x,y)) (w)(A - &)A*( 
where 
= (w)(A - ez2)( -;), 
(w)= (x,y)A. 
It follows therefore that h is R [@I balanced. 
Let H:R2(A*)@ Ri81R2(A)+R[0] denote the R[8] homomorphism in- 
duced by h. The evaluation of H at the elementary tensors (over R) gives 
that u12, u21, all- 8, and ass- 8 are in the image of H. Since ar2, u2i, and 
a22 - a11 are coprime in R [A = (uii) is admissible], imH 2 R. Since imH is an 
R [8 ] module, H is onto. Since R [B] is R [e] projective, kerH splits the tensor 
product. But the tensor product has rank 1; hence kerH =O. The proof is 
concluded. n 
V E Pic(R [0]) is said to be ambiguous if V= V*, where v* is the additive 
group of V and scalar multiplication is conjugate to that on V. The notation 
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Pic(R [ t9])G is used to denote the subgroup of ambiguous classes in Pic(R [e]) 
[2, p. 115-1161. 
COROLLARY 1. If A E R, is admissible, then R 2(A) is ambiguous if and 
only if A-A* (or A-At). Moreover, R2(A) is ambiguous if and only if 
R2(A)2= 1 in Pic(R[@]). 
COROLLARY 2. If f (x) is separable, then &A-R 2(A) defines an iniec- 
tion of clsf (x) into Pic(R[B]). 
We say that a similarity class is admissible if it contains an admissible matrix. 
By Proposition 3, a similarity class is admissible if and only if every matrix 
within is admissible. Let cls’f (x) denote the set of admissible classes in 
clsf (4 [cls C(f) is one such]. If f(x) is separable, then cls’f (x)=clsf (x). 
Corollary 2 is therefore a special case of 
COROLLARY 3. ClsA+R2(A) defines an injection of cls’f (x) into 
Pic(R [@I). If rank 2 finitely generated projective R modules are free, then 
this map is biiective. 
Proof. Assume that P5: R 2 for each rank 2 finitely generated projective 
R module P, and let V E Pic( R [e]). Since R [e] is a free 2 dimensional R 
module, V is a finitely generated projective R module (V@ Q=RIB1 @I; R [e] 
zzR @yR for some R[8] module Q). 
Let p be a prime ideal in R. Then R [8], is semilocal, and since V is a 
rank 1 projective R[8], module, V,-R[B],. Since R[8],-_R,RR,, VP-$ 
@ Rp. Thus V is a rank 2 R module. 
Our hypothesis implies that V has a basis v, w as an R module, and if we 
set 
then xv + yw+(x, y) defines an R[8] isomorphism between V and R2(A). 
Since VP is cyclic as an qe] module, A-C(A) over Rr,. By Lemma 1, A is 
admissible over 4, and it follows that A is admissible over R. 
Finally, 0=(x,y)(e2-ee+d)=(x,y)(A2-eA-d) for all x,y~R. Thus 
A2 - eA + d = 0. Since A is admissible, 1, A are linearly independent over R. 
Therefore x2 - ex + d = f (x) is the characteristic polynomial of A. n 
The proof of Corollary 3 provides a general method for generating 
examples. Take, for example, R = i2, 8= (1 + m )/2. Then Z[8] has 
ideal class group of order 3 generated by the class C containing 22+ BZ. 
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if 
then clsA corresponds to C under the correspondence in Theorem 2. Since C 
has order 3, A is similar to neither A* nor C(A). On the other hand, 
Z[m ] has ideal class group of order 2 generated by cls (22 + 
(1 + m )Z), the image of cls (1: i).Tbusif 
then A is similar to A* but not similar to C(A). 
The method of generating examples described above is standard, having 
originated with the Latimer-MacDuffee correspondence. Also standard in 
the classical case (R = Z) is the fact in Theorem 2 that the transpose 
corresponds to the inverse class, as observed by Taussky for n X n matrices 
with irreducible characteristic polynomial [16]. We should however point out 
that the correspondence in Theorem 2 maps similarity classes to rank 1 
projectives, while the Latimer-MacDuffee correspondence maps similarity 
classes to ideal classes (clsA+clsI, where I is the ideal in R [O] generated by 
the coordinates of an eigenvector u ER [e]’ for A with respect to the 
eigenvalue 0). We could, under mild conditions on R (e.g. a domain or, more 
generally, a ring having only finitely many minimal prime ideals), perhaps 
obtain a replica of their correspondence by embedding Pic(R [e]) into the 
classes of fractional ideals of R [O] in its total ring of quotients, but do not do 
so here, as the correspondence in Theorem 2 suffices for our purposes. There 
is however an alternate version of our correspondence for admissible 
matrices which merits a comment. Let 
l&A= ((;)ER[e-j2:A(;)=8(;)) 
be the eigenmodule of eigenvectors in R[812 for A with respect to the 
eigenvalue 8. 
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COROLLARY 4. 
(i) Horn,, [eI( R2(A),R[B])=EBA; 
(ii) if A is admissible, then (cls R 2(A))-’ = cls EsA; and 
(iii) cls A +cls EsA def ines an injection of cls’f(x) into Pic(R[@]). That 
injection is a bijection if rank 2 finitely generated R modules are free. 
Proof, (iii) is a consequence of (ii) and Corollary 3. (ii) follows from (i) 
and the fact that the inverse of cls V E Pic(R [e]) is Horn,& V, R [S]), the 
dual of V. 
Observe for the proof of (i) that h E HomRLBl(R 2(A), R [e]) is completely 
determined by the values h(l,O) = (Y, h(0, 1) = & which are subject to the 
condition 
Thus 
h--+ 
defines an R [e] isomorphism between Hom,teI(R 2(A),R [a]) and EsA. 
3. TAT-‘= C(A) 
The proof of Proposition 4 below follows easily from the results in Sets. 
1, 2. 
PROPOSITION 4. LetAER,. ThenA-C(A)ifandonZyifR2(A)-R[8] 
(or equivalently, EsA-R[[e]). Zf A-C(A), then A is admissible and 
det(Sim(A, A*)) = - N( U(R [S])). 
We turn now to the question as to whether the conditions that A is 
admissible and det(Sim(A,A*)) = - N( U(R [@I)) imply A-C(A). The motiva- 
tion for this question stems from the observation that if 
TAT-‘=A*, detT=-1 and E= 
as in the proof of Proposition 3, then R [A, T]- R [C(A),E] by an R algebra 
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isomorphism taking A to C(A). If such an isomorphism extended to an 
automorphism of R, which is inner, then A- C(A) would follow. Unfor- 
tunately, such an extension need not exist, as the example 
considered previously indicates. Here TAT - ’ = A * with 
but A is not similar to C(A). The difficulty in extending the isomorphism to 
R, can be avoided by placing enough conditions on A to force the equalities 
R,= R[A, T] = R[C(A),E]. This is the case when R[A] is unramified, and 
that is essentially the only case. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let A E R, be admissible, and a.ssunz that Sim(A,A*) 
#0. Then a necessary and sufficient condition for R, = R [A, T] for some 
(hence any) T ESim(A,A*) is that R [A] is unram$ed. 
Proof We first observe that R, is a unimodular lattice under the 
bilinear form (X, Y) = trXY*. Thus, R [A] orthogonally splits R, if and only if 
R[A] is a unimodular sublattice. Since 
’ 
R [A] is unimodular if and only if R [A] is unramified over R. We shall show 
that when A is admissible, { W E R2: WA = A * W} = R [A] *, the orthogonal 
complement of R[A] in R,, and that R [AlI = 273 [A] for each T E 
Sim(A,A*). Since RIA]+RIAIL=RIA]+ TR[A]=R[A,T] in these events, 
the proposition follows from the additional observation that R,= R [A] + 
R [AIL if and only if R, = R [A] I R [AlI (or equivalently, R [A] is unimodu- 
lax). 
Let W E R[A]+ Then WA = - (WA)* + (W,A*) = -(WA)* = 
A *( - W*) = A* W. Conversely, if WA = A * W, then equating off diagonal 
entries in this equation gives a,,tr W = azltr W, while subtracting the two 
equations remaining gives (a, 1 - a,) tr W= 0. Since A is admissible, ( W, 1) = 
trW=O. Also, O=(trW)A=(W+ W*)A= WA+ WA=A*W+ WA= 
(W,A). ThereforeR[A]*={WER,:WA=A*W}. 
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Thus we must show that 
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A I,..., ( k-l,k+l ,*.., j-1,i+r ,..., n Z 0 1 ,..., i-l,i+l,...,k-l,k+l,...,n 
for i <k < j.(The other case is totally analogous.) 
We claim that since A is tridiagonal, the above determinant is obviously 
zero. Consider the first k - 1 rows of the associated matrix. The last n - k 
elements of each of these row vectors are all zero, i.e., we have k - 1 vectors 
which have nonzero components in at most k -2 places (the same k -2 
components for all k - 1 vectors). Thus these k- 1 vectors are linearly 
dependent, and the above determinant is zero. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. II 
We wish to thank the referee for the above proof of the second part of 
Theorem 1; i.e., if A is tridiagonul, then R bus the triang& pperl;y. His 
argument was much shorter than the original one. 
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Proof A diagram chase (see [2, 2.9, p. 1211) gives f(cls V) = R [0], V the 
eigenmodule of T(r + sA)- ’ in R ’ for the eigenvalue 1. n 
Since kerf E H’(G(A), U(R [S])) [2, Theorem 1.1, p. 1161, Theorem 4 
becomes an “only if” theorem whenever H ‘( G(A), U( R [ 01)) = (1). Equiv- 
alently, if a ER[@] has norm 1, then (~=p/p* for some /3 E U(R[@]); i.e., 
Hilbert’s Theorem 90 holds in R [8]. 
4. SYMMETRIC FACTORS 
0. Taussky [8, 91 considered the question of decomposing A E E, into a 
product of two symmetric integral matrices, and related that question to the 
property that a certain binary quadratic form a@,~) of an integraI lattice A 
is equivalent to a form with cross product coefficient trA. We consider in 
this section the extension of Taussky’s problem to arbitrary rings, but only 
for admissible matrices. 
If A = S,S, with S,, S, symmetric matrices, then S:A = (S:S,)S,= 
(det S,)S, = S,(det S,) = (S,S,)S: = A ‘SF, and AS,* = S,+A ‘; hence &A* = 
(A’)*& and since $A*= -S,A+(trA)S, and (At)*!!&= -A%,+(trA)S,, 
we have S,A =A %s. Such a factorization of A necessitates therefore the 
existence of matrices S:, S, E F(A) = {X E R, : XA = A ‘X } which satisfy 
det S,S,= det A, tr S,S, = (S,, SF) = tr A. We shall show under mild conditions 
on R[A] that the latter conditions suffice to imply the existence of a 
symmetric factorization of A, but pause first to point out the relationship of 
F(A) with the a@,~) form and lattice A in Taussky’s work. 
Observe that F(A) is an R [e] module under the multiplication induced 
by X0 = XA, and also note that F(A) is an R sublattice of the unimodular 
lattice (R2, trXY*). F(A) as an R lattice can be shown to be isometric to 
Taussky’s A lattice scaled by 2, and when free as an R module admits the 
quadratic form 2a(X, p) with respect to some R basis. We will not establish 
these facts here, but show directly that F(A) enjoys properties parallel to 
those Taussky observed for the Z lattice A corresponding to a@,~) (in 
particular, [8, B, p. 1531 and [9, Theorem 2, p. SSO]). Let R [Of-‘) denote the 
R lattice (R [e], (a,@)= aa( /I) + pa(a)) scaled by - 1, and set genR[B](-‘) 
= {L : L is an R lattice whi& is locally isometric to R [O](- ‘) at each prime 
ideal in R}. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let A E R, be admissible. Then 
(1) F(A)EgenR[e](-‘) 
(2) F(A)=H om,&R’?A ‘LR’(A)) US R [e] modules, 
(3) F(A) EPic(R [e]) and clsF(A) = (clsR’(A))‘. 
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Proof Since clsR’(A) E Pic(R [S]) whenever A is admissible and 
HomR&KN)~M-l@RiO 
that F(A)--R’(A)@ 
z’N for M,iV~PicR[81, (2) and Theorem 2 imply 
RIBIR (A’)-‘--R2(A)@JR[B1R2(A). Therefore, (2) im- 
plies (3). 
Observe for verification of (2) that each h EHom,[,] (I? 2(A I), R 2(A)) 
corresponds to a matrix equation 
h( ii:;;) = H( ii;;;), HER,. 
Since 
and 
A’H= HA; i.e., H EF(A). It follows easily that h+H defines an R[8] 
isomorphism between Hom,&R 2(A ‘), R 2(A)) and F(A). 
We may assume for (1) that R is local and have only to show that F(A) is 
isometric to R [B](-l). By Lemma 1 and Proposition 3, there exists T ER, 
such that TAT - ’ = A * and det T = - 1. Since A*-A t by a similarity having 
determinant 1, SAS - ’ = A t is solvable with S E R, having determinant - 1. 
Therefore S E F(A), and the argument used in the proof of Proposition 5 
shows that F(A) = SR [A]. Define 9: F(A)--+R [O](-‘) by @l(A)) = h(O), 
h(x) E R [x]. Since A is admissible, 1, A are independent over R. In that event 
h(A)+h(B) d e ines an R algebra isomorphism between F(A) and R[O]‘-‘). f 
Thus + is an invertible R linear transformation. Since (+( Sh(A)), +( Sh(A))) = 
(h(8), h(B)) = (h(A), h(A)) = - (det S)(h(A), h(A)) = - (Sh(A), Sh(A)), + is an 
isometry. n 
Taussky linked property (3) of Proposition 6 with elements of 2 power 
order in the class group of iZ[e], but that connection is too intricate for 
development in general rings [12, 131. We can however recover [9, Theorems 
2, 31. 
THEOREM 5. Let A ER, be admissible. A necessay and sufficient 
condition for SF, S, E F(A) to be an R basis for F(A) is that S,S, = r + SA 
with T E R, s E U(R). Moreooer, if X, Y E F(A), then both are symmetric and 
X*Y ER[A]. 
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Proof. Let X E F(A). Since XL4 = A ‘X, we have a,,( xi2 - xai) = a,,( xi2 - 
x2.) =O, and subtraction of the other two equations which arise gives 
(aas - uii)(xis - xsr) = 0. Since A is admissible, xi2 - xai = 0; i.e., X is symmet- 
l-k. 
Now let S:,S,EF(A). Since S,S, commutes with A, and R [A] is a 
maximal commutative subalgebra of R, (Proposition l), S,S,= r+ SA for 
some T,S E R. We shall show that S:, S, constitute a basis for F(A) if and only 
if s E U(R). It suffices, by localizing, to verify this in the case of Z? local, 
which we now assume. By the proof of Proposition 6(l), F(A) has the basis 
S, S8 = SA for some S ESim(A,A’) having determinant - 1. Set (St, S,) = 
(S, SA)V, V E R,. Then Sr, S, constitute a basis of F(A) if and only if 
det V E U(R). But S,S, = (~iiS* + u~~A*S*)(U,~S + u2aSA) = x - (det V)A 
with x E R. Since S,S, = T + sA and l,A are linearly independent, det V= 
- s. The theorem now follows. n 
COROLLARY 5. Let A ER, be admissible, and assume that rank 2 
finitely generated projective R modules are free. Then rZz + A is a product of 
two symmetric matrices in R, for some r ER. 
Proof. The hypothesis implies the existence of an R basis St, S, for 
F(A). Therefore S,, S, are symmetric and S,S, = rZa+ SA for some r E R, 
s E U(R). Dividing by s completes the proof. n 
COROLLARY 6. Let A E R, be admissible. Zf A = S,S, is a factorization 
of A as a product of symmetric matrices in R,, then ST,&. constitute an R 
basis of F(A) satisfying det S,S, =detA, trS,S,= trA. The converse is valid 
if R[A] is a domain. 
Proof. The first statement is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5, 
Assume for the converse that R [A] is a domain and that S:, S, are an R basis 
of F(A) satisfying det S,S, =detA, trS,S,= trA. Then S,S, is a root of 
f(x) = x2 - ex+ d in R [A]. Since R [A] is a domain, f(x) has only the roots 
A,A* in R[A]. Thus, S,S,=A or A*. A=S,S, or S*S* is the factorization 2 1 
desired. n 
5. T=AB-BA 
Taussky observed in [14] that the statement that det{ S E Z, : SA = A’S } 
C - NQ(4) ’ ~1 im ies the statement that det{AB - BA : B E Z} c - N(Q(@)), 
and in private communication to this author she pointed out that the reverse 
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implication of the two statements is also true. She had verified each 
statement independently in prior work [6, lo]. The study of these two 
statements appears to be motivated primarily by interesting links with the 
arithmetic of quadratic extensions which Taussky provides ([8], [9], [12], and 
[13] for example). In particular, the additive commutator AB - BA plays a 
dual role, representing norms in both @(A) and Q(B). 
We shall show in this section that not only are the two statements above 
equivalent for admissible matrices in R,, but also 
THEOREM 6. Let A E R, be admissible. Then 
{AB-BA:BER,} = {SER~:SA=A*S} 
S:SERzandSA=A*S 
Proof. The last equality being obvious, we establish only the first. The 
proof of Proposition 5 shows that { S E R, : SA = A * S } = R [A] I, the orthogo- 
nal complement 01 R [A] in R,; hence we have only to show A [A] 1 = {AB - 
BA : B E R,}. Evidently, AB - BA E R [A ] L for any B E R,; and since { AB - 
BA:BER2}CR[A]l are R modules, the other containment follows if 
locally true at all prime ideals in R. We may therefore assume that R is local 
for the remainder of this proof. Since an inner automorphism of R, defines 
an isometry of R,, SRIA]lS-l=RISAS-‘]l for any SE U(R,). Since 
S{AB-BA: BER,}S-l={(SAS-‘)B-B(SAS-‘): BER,} as well, we 
may replace A by any element in its similarity class. We choose, by Lemma 
1, the companion matrix C(A). By the proof of Proposition 5, 
R[ C(A)]l = ER[ C(A)] with E=(i _;). 
Since { C(A)B - BC(A): B E R,} is an R [C(A)] module, we have only to see 
that E is an additive commutator of C(A). But 
n 
COROLLARY 7. Let A be an admissible matrix in R,, and assume that R 
is a domain with quotient field F. Then det{ S E R2: SA = A* S} = det{ S E 
R,: SA=A*S}=det{AB-BA: BER,}C-(N(F(B))nR). 
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Proof X ESim,(A,A*) f i and only if there exists r E R such that rX E 
{S ERa: SA=A*S} and det X # 0. Since A -C(A) over F, Corollary 7 is a 
consequence of the following: 
COROLLARY 8. -N(R[fZl)=det{S~Rz: SC(A)=C(A)*S}=det{C(A)B 
- K(A): B E R,}. 
Proof. {S E R,: SC(A) = C(A)* S } = ER [C(A)], with 
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